
LESS AND LESS AND

LESS WRONG*

The sports bettor Haralabos "Bob" Voulgaris lives in a gleaming, modernist
house in the Hollywood Hills ofLos Angeles—all metal and glass, with a

pool in the back, like something outofa David Hockney painting. He spends
every night from November through June watching the NBA, five games at a
time, on five Samsung flat screens (the DirecTV guys had never seen anvthing
like it). He escapes to his condo at Palms Place in Las Vegas whenever he needs
a short break, and safaris in Africa when he needs a longer one. In a bad year,
Voulgaris makes a million dollars, give or take. In a good year, he might make
three or four times that.

So Bob enjoys some trappings of the high life. But he doesn't fit the stereo

type of the cigar-chomping gambler in a leisure suit. He does not depend on
insider tips, crooked referees, or other sortsof hustles to make his bets. Nor does

he have a"system" ofany kind. He uses computer simulations, but does not rely
upon them exclusively.

What makes him successful is the way that he analvzes information. IIc is

" The title ofthis chapter is inspired by a line from the poem "I lie Road In Wisdom;' by the Danish
mathematician Piet Ilein: "toerranderranderragain, bill less and less and less."
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not just hunting for patterns. Instead. Bobcombines his knowledge of statistics

with his knowledge of basketball in order to identify meaningful relationships

in the data.

This requiresa lot of hard work—and sometimesa lot ot guts. It required a

big, calculated gamble to get him to where he is today.

Voulgaris grew up in Winnipeg, Manitoba, a hardworking but frostbitten city

located ninety miles north of the Minnesota border. His father had once been

quite wealthy—worth about $3 million dollars at his peak—but he blew it all

gambling. Bv the time Voulgaris was twelve, his dad was broke. By the time he

was sixteen, he realized that ifhe was going to get the hell out ofWinnipeg, he

needed a good education and would have to pay for ithimself. So while attend
ing the University ofManitoba, he looked for income wherever he could find it.
In the summers, he'd go tothe far northern reaches ofBritish Columbia towork

as a tree climber; the going rate was seven cents per tree. During the school

vear, he worked asan airport skycap, shuttling luggage back and forth for Win-

nipeggers bound for Toronto or Minneapolis or beyond.
Voulgaris eventually saved up to buy out a stake in the skycap company

that he worked for and. before long, owned much of the business. By the time
he was a college senior, in 1999, he had saved up about $80.01111.

But $80,000 still wasn't a lot of money, Voulgaris thought—he'd seen his

dad win and lose several times that amount many times over. And the jobpros

pects for a philosophy major from the University ofManitoba weren't all that
promising. 1le was looking for a way to accelerate his life when he came across

a bet that he couldn't resist.

That vear, the Los Angeles Lakers had hired the iconoclastic coach Phil

Jackson, who had won six championships with the Chicago Bulls. The Lakers

had plenty oftalent: their superstar center, the seven-foot-one behemoth Sha-
quille O'Neal, was at the peak of his abilities, and their twenty-one-year-old
guard Kobe Bryant, just four years outofhigh school, was turning into a super
star in his own right. Two great players—a big man like O'Neal anda scorer like
Bryant—has long been a formula for success in the NBA. especially when they
are paired with a great coach like Jackson who could manage their outsize egos.
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And yet conventional wisdom was skeptical about the Lakers. They had

never gotten into a rhythm the previous year, the strike-shortened season of

1998-99, when they churned through three coaches and finished 31-19, elimi

nated in four straight games by the SanAntonio Spurs in the second round of

the playoffs. Bryant and O'Neal were in a perpetual feud, with O'Neal appar
ently jealous that Bryant—still not old enough to drink legally—was on the

verge ofeclipsing him in popularity, his jersey outselling O'Neal's in Los Ange

les sporting goods stores.1 The Western Conference was strong back then, with
cohesive and experienced teams like San Antonio and Portland, and the rap

was that the Lakers were too immature to handle them.

When the Lakers were blown out by Portland in the third game of the
regular season, with O'Neal losing his cool and getting ejected midway through

the game, it seemed to confirm all the worst fears of the pundits and the
shock jocks. Even the hometown Los Angeles Times rated the Lakers as just the

seventh-best team in the NBA2 and scolded Vegas handicappers for having
given them relatively optimistic odds, 4-to-l against, ofwinning the NBA title
before the season had begun.

Just a couple ofweeks into the 1999-2000 regular season, the Vegas book
makers had begun to buy into the skepticism and had lengthened the Lakers'
odds to6'/2 to 1, making for a much better payout for anyone who dared tobuck
the conventional wisdom. Voulgaris was never a big believer in conventional
wisdom—it's in large part its shortcomings that make his lifestyle possible—and
he thought this was patently insane. The newspaper columnists and the bookies
were placing too much emphasis on asmall sample ofdata, ignoring the bigger
picture and the context that surrounded it.

The Lakers weren't even playing that badly, Voulgaris thought. They had
won five of their first seven games despite playing a tough schedule, adjusting to
a new coach, and working around an injury to Bryant, who had hurt his wrist in

the preseason and hadn't played yet. The media was focused on their patchy
1998-99 season, which had been interrupted by the strike and the coaching
changes, while largely ignoring their 61-21 record under more normal circum

stances in 1997-98. Voulgaris had watched a lotofLakers games: he liked what
Jackson was doing with the club. So he placed $80,000—his entire life savings
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less a little he'd left over for food and tuition—on the Lakers to win the NBA

championship. If he won his bet, he'd make half a million dollars. If he lost it,

it would be back to working double shifts at the airport.

Initially, Voulgaris's instincts were looking very good. From that point in

the season onward, the Lakers won 62 of their remaining 71 contests, including

three separate winning streaks of 19, 16, and 11 games. They finished at 67-15,

one of the best regular-season records in NBA history. But the playoffs were

another matter: the Western Conference was brutally tough in those years, and

even with home-court advantage throughout the playoffs—their reward for

their outstanding regular season—winning four series in a row would be diffi

cult for the Lakers.

Los Angeles survived a scare againsta plucky Sacramento Kings team in

the first roundof the playoffs, the series going to a decisive fifth game, and then

waltzed past Phoenix in the Western Conference Semifinals. But in the next

round they drew the Portland Trail Blazers, who had a well-rounded and ma

ture roster led by Michael Jordan's former sidekick—and Jackson's former

pupil—Scottie Pippen. Portland would be a rough matchup for the Lakers: al
though they lacked the Lakers' talent, their plodding, physical style of play

often knocked teams out of their rhythm.'

The Lakers won the first game of the best-of-seven series fairly easily, but

then the roller-coaster ride began. They played inexplicably poorly in the sec

ond game in Los Angeles, conceding twenty consecutive points to Portland in
the third quarter4 and losing 106-77, their most lopsided defeat of the season.'

The next two games were played at the Rose Garden in Portland, but in

Game 3, the Lakers gathered themselves after falling down by as many as thir

teen points in the first half, with Brvant swatting away ashot in thefinal seconds
to preserve a two-point victory/' They defied gravity again in Came 4, overcom

ing an eleven-point deficit as O'Neal, a notoriously poor free-throw shooter,

made all nine of his attempts. Trailing three games to one in the series, the

Trail Blazers were"on death's door," as Jackson somewhat injudiciously put it.8

But in the fifth game, at the Staples Center in Los Angeles, the Lakers

couldn't shoot the ball straight, making just thirty of their seventy-nine shots

in a 96-S8 defeat. And in the sixth, back in Portland, they fell out of rhythm
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carl\- and never caught the tune, as the Blazers marched to a 103-93 win. Sud

denly the scries was even again, with the deciding Game 7 to be played in Los

Angeles.

The prudent thing for a gambler would have been to hedge his bet. For

instance, Voulgaris could have put $200,000 on Portland, who were 3-to-2 un

derdogs, to win Game 7. That would have locked in a profit. If the Blazers

won, he would make more than enough from his hedge to cover the loss ofhis

original $80,000 bet, still earning a net profit of $220,000." If the Lakers won

instead, his original bet would still pay out—he'd lose his hedge, but net

$320,000 from both bets combined.* That would be no half-million-dollar

score, but still pretty good.

But there was a slight problem: Voulgaris didn't have $200,000. Nordid he

know anybody else who did, at least not anybody he could trust. He was a

twenty-three-year-old airport skycap living in his brother's basement in Winni

peg. It was literally LosAngeles or bust.

Larly on in the game his chances didn't look good. The Blazers went after

O'Neal at every opportunity, figuring they'd either force him to the free-throw

line, where every shot was an adventure, orget him into foul trouble instead as

he retaliated. Halfway through the second quarter, the strategy was working to
a tee, asO'Neal had picked up three fouls and hadn't yet scored from the field.
Then Portland went on a ferocious run midway through the third quarter,
capped off by a Pippen three-pointer that gave them a sixteen-point lead as boos
echoed throughout the Staples Center.10

Voulgaris's odds at thatpointwere very long. Rarely dida team" that found

itself in the Lakers' predicament—down sixteen points with two minutes left to

play in the third quarter—come back to win the game; itcan be calculated that
the odds were about 15-to-l against their doing so.12 His bet—his ticket out of
Winnipeg—looked all but lost."

But early in the fourth quarter, the downside to Portland's brutally physical
style ofplay suddenly became clear. Their players were beaten-up and fatigued,

" This assumes that the Lakers would heat the Indiana Paeers. theEastern Conference champions, indie NBA
finals, against whom they'd he heavily favored. Voulgaris could have hedged his bet again ifhewanted to
mitigate that slim risk.
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running on fumes and adrenaline. The Lakers were playing before their home

crowd, which physiologists have shown provides athletes with an extra burstof

testosterone when they need it most.14 And the Lakers were the younger team,

with a more resilient supply ofenergy.
Portland, suddenly, couldn't hit a shot, going more than six minutes with

out scoring early in the fourth quarter, right as the Lakers were quickening their

pace. L.A. brought their deficit down to single digits, then five points, then

three, until Brian Shaw hit a three-pointer to even the score with four minutes

left, and Bryant knotted two free-throws a couple of possessions later to give

them the lead. Although Portland's shooting improved in the last few min

utes, it was too late, as the Lakers made clear with a thunderous alley-oop be

tween their two superstars, Bryant and O'Neal, to clinch the game.

Two weeks later, the Lakers disposed of the Indiana Pacers in efficient fash

ion to win their first NBA title since the Magic Johnson era.And Bob the skycap

was halfway to becoming a millionaire.

How Good Gamblers Think

How did Voulgaris know that his Lakers bet would come through? He didn't.

Successful gamblers—and successful forecasters of any kind—do not think of

the future in terms of no-lose bets, unimpeachable theories, and infinitely pre

cise measurements. These arc the illusions of the sucker, the sirens of his over-

confidence. Successful gamblers, instead, think of the future as speckles of

probability, flickering upward and downward likea stock market ticker to every

new joltof information. When their estimates of these probabilities diverge by

a sufficient margin from the odds on offer, they may place a bet.

The Vegas line on the Lakers at the time that Voulgaris placed his bet, for

instance, implied that they had a 13 percent chance of winning the NBA

title. Voulgaris did not think the Lakers' chances were 100 percent or even

50 percent—but he was confident theywere quite a bit higher than 13 percent.

Perhaps more like 25 percent, he thought. If Voulgaris's calculation was right,

the bet had a theoretical profit of $70,000.
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FIGURE 8-1: HOW VOULGARIS SAW HIS LAKERS BET

Outcome Probability Net Profit

Lakers win championship 25% +$520,000

Lakers do not win championship ?5% -580,000

Expected profit +SP0.000

If the future exists in shades ofprobabilistic gray to the forecaster, however,

the present arrives in black and white. Bob's theoretical profit of $70,000 con

sisted of a 25 percent chance of winning $520,000 and a 75 percentchance of

losing $80,000 averaged together. Over the long term, the wins and losses will

average out: the past and the future, to a good forecaster, can resemble one

another more than cither does the present since both can be expressed in terms

of long-run probabilities. But this was a one-shot bet. Voulgaris needed to have

a pretty bigedge (thehalfdozendifferent reasons he thought the bookies under

valued the Lakers), and a pretty big head on his shoulders, in order to make it.

FIGURE 8-2: THE WORLD THROUGH THE EYES OF A SUCCESSFUL GAMBLER

The Future The Present The Past

Now that Voulgaris has built up a bankroll for himself, he can afford to

push smaller edges. IIe might place three or four bets ona typical night ofNBA
action. While the bets are enormous by any normal standard they are small
compared with his net worth, small enough that he can seem glumly indiffer

ent about them. On the night that I visited, he barely blinked an evewhen,on

one of the flat screens, the Utah Jazz inserted a scven-foot-two Ukrainian stiff

named Kyrylo Fcsenko into the lineup, a sure sign that they were conceding the
game and that Voulgaris would lose his $30,000 bet on it.
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Voulgaris's bigsecret is that he doesn't have a bigsecret. Instead, he hasa

thousand little secrets, quanta of information that he puts together one vector at

a time. He has a program to simulate the outcome of each game, for instance.

But he relies on it only if it suggests he has a very clear edge or it is sup

plemented by other information. He watches almost every NBA game—some

live, some on tape—and develops his own opinions about which teams are play

ing up to their talent and which aren't. He runs what is essentially his own

scouting service, hiring assistants to chart every player's defensive positioning

on every play, giving him an advantage that even manyNBA teams don't have.

He follows the Twitter feeds of dozens of NBA players, scrutinizing every

140-charactcr nugget for relevance: a player who tweets about the club he's

going out to later that night might not have his head in the game. He pays a

lot of attention to what the coaches say in a press conference and the code

that they use: if the coach says he wants his team to "learn the offense" or "play

good fundamental basketball," for instance, that might suggest he wants to slow
down the pace of the game.

To most people, the sort of things thatVoulgaris observes might seem triv

ial. And in a sense, they are: the bigand obvious edges will have been noticed
by other gamblers, and will be reflected in the betting line. So he needs to dig

a little deeper.

Late in the 2002 season, for instance, Voulgaris noticed that games involv

ing the Cleveland Cavaliers were particularly likely to go "over" the total for the
game. (There are two major types of sports bets, one being the point spread and
the other being the over-under lineor total—how many points both teams will
score together.) After watching a couple ofgames closely, he quickly detected
the reason: Ricky Davis, the team's point guard and a notoriously selfish player,

would bea free agent at theendof theyear and was doing everything hecould

to improve his statistics and make himself a more marketable commodity. This
meant running the Cavaliers' offense at a breakneck clip in an effort to create
as manyopportunities as possible to accumulate points and assists. Whether or

not this was good basketball didn't much matter: the Cavaliers were far out

ofplayoffcontention.15 As often as not, the Cavaliers' opponents would be out
of contention as well and would be happy to return the favor, engaging them

in an unspoken pact to play loose defense and trade baskets in an attempt to
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improve one another's stats.16 Games featuring the Cavaliers suddenly went

from 192 points pergameto 207 in the lastthree weeks of the season.1, Abet on

the over was not quite a sure thing—thereare no sure things—but it was going

to be highly profitable.

Patterns like these can sometimes seem obvious in retrospect: of course

Cavaliers games were going to be higher-scoring if theyhad nothingleft to play

for but to improve theiroffensive statistics. Buttheycan escape bettors who take

too narrow-minded a view of the statistics without considering the context that

produce them. If a team has a couple of high-scoring games in a row, or even

three or four, it usually doesn't mean anything. Indeed, because the NBA has

a long season—thirty teams playing eighty-two games each—little streaks

like these will occur all the time.18 Most of them are suckers' bets: they will

have occurredfor reasons having purely to do with chance. In fact, because the

bookmakers will usually have noticed these trends as well, and may have over-

compensated for them when setting the line, it will sometimes be smart to bet
the other way.

So Voulgaris is nor just looking for patterns. Finding patterns is easy inany-
kind ofdata-rich environment; that's what mediocre gamblers do. The key is in
determining whether the patterns represent noise orsignal.

But although there isn't any one particular key to why Voulgaris might or
might not bet ona given game, there is a particular type ofthought process that
helps govern his decisions. It is called Bavesian reasoning.

The Improbable Legacy of Thomas Bayes

Thomas Bayes was an English minister who was probably born in 1701 —
although it may have been 1702. Very little is certain about Bayes's life, even
though he lent his name to an entire branch ofstatistics and perhaps its most
famous theorem. It is not even clear that anybody knows what Bayes looked like;
the portrait of him that is commonly used in encyclopedia articles may have
been misattributed.19

What is in relatively little dispute is that Bayes was born into a wealthy fam-
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ily, possibly in the southeastern English countyof Hertfordshire. He traveled far

away to the University of Edinburgh togo to school, because Bayes was a mem

ber of a Nonconformist church rather than the Church of England, and was
banned from institutions like Oxford and Cambridge.20

Bayes was nevertheless elected as a Fellow of the Royal Society despite a

relatively paltry recordof publication, where he may have served as a sort of in-

house critic or mediator of intellectual debates. One work that most scholars

attribute to Bayes—although it was published under the pseudonym John

Noon21—is a tract entitled "Divine Benevolence."22 In the essay, Bayes consid
ered the age-old theological question of how there could be suffering and evil

in the world if God was truly benevolent. Bayes's answer, in essence, was that

weshould not mistake our human imperfections for imperfections on the part

ofGod, whose designs for the universe we might not fully understand. "Strange

therefore . . . because he onlysees the lowest part of thisscale, [he] should from

hence infera defeat of happiness in the whole," Bayes wrote in response to an

other theologian.2'

Bayes's much more famous work, "An Essay toward Solving a Problem in

the Doctrine ofChances,"24 was not published until afterhisdeath, when it was

brought to the Royal Society's attention in 1763 bya friend of his named Rich

ard Price. It concerned how we formulate probabilistic beliefs about the world

when we encounter new data.

Price, in framing Bayes's essay, gives the example ofa person who emerges

into the world (perhaps he is Adam,or perhaps he came from Plato's cave) and

sees the sun rise for the first time. At first, he does not know whether this is

typical or some sortof freak occurrence. However, each daythat he survives and

the sun rises again, his confidence increases that it is a permanent feature of

nature. Gradually, through this purely statistical form of inference, the proba

bility he assigns to his prediction that the sun will rise again tomorrow ap

proaches (although never exactly reaches) 100percent.

The argument made by Bayes and Price is not that the world is intrinsically
probabilistic or uncertain. Bayes was a believer in divine perfection;he was also

an advocate of Isaac Newton's work, which had seemed to suggest that nature
follows regular and predictable laws. It is, rather, a statement—expressed both
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mathematically and philosophically—about how we learn about the universe:

that we learn about it through approximation, getting closer and closer to the

truth as we gather more evidence.

This contrasted2, with the moreskeptical view pointof the Scottish philoso

pher David Hume, who argued that since we could not be certain that the sun

would rise again, a prediction that it would was inherently no more rational

than one that it wouldn't.-" The Bayesian viewpoint, instead, regards rationality

as a probabilistic matter. In essence, Bayes and Price are telling Hume, don't

blame nature because you are too daft to understand it: if you step out of your

skeptical shell and make some predictions about its behavior, perhaps you will

get a little closer to the truth.

Probability and Progress

We might notice how similar this claim is to the one that Bayes made in "Di

vine Benevolence,'' in which he argued that we should not confuse our own

fallibility for the failures ofGod. Admitting toour own imperfections isa neces

sarystep on the way to redemption.

However, there isnothing intrinsically religious about Bayes's philosophy.2

Instead, the most common mathematical expression of what is today recog

nized as Bayes's theorem was developed bya man whowas very likely an athe

ist,28 the French mathematician and astronomer Pierre-Simon Laplace.

Laplace, as you may remember from chapter 4. was the poster boy forsci

entific determinism. He argued that we could predict the universe perfectly-

given, of course, that we knew the position of every particle within it and were

quick enough to compute their movement. So why is Laplace involved with a

theorybased on probabilism instead?

The reason has to do with the disconnect between the perfection of nature

and our very human imperfections in measuringand understanding it. Laplace

was frustrated at the time by astronomical observations that appeared to show

anomalies in the orbits of Jupiter and Saturn—they seemed to predict that Ju

piter would crash into the sun while Saturn would drift off into outer space.2''

These predictions were, of course, quite wrong, and Laplace devoted much of
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his life to developing much more accurate measurements of these planets' or

bits.'" The improvements that Laplace made relied on probabilistic inferences31

inlieu ofexacting measurements, since instruments like the telescope were still
very crudeat the time. Laplace came to view probabilitv asa wav point between

ignorance and knowledge. Itseemed obvious to him that a more thorough un
derstanding of probabilitv- was essential to scientific progress.'2

The intimate connection between probability, prediction, and scientific

progress was thus well understood by Bayes and Laplace in the eighteenth

century—the period when human societies were beginning to take the ex

plosion of information that had become available with the invention of the

printing press several centuries earlier, and finally translate it into sustained

scientific, technological, and economic progress. The connection isessential—

equally to predicting the orbits of the planets and the winner of the Lakers'

game. As we will see, science ma}' have stumbled later when a different sta

tistical paradigm, which dcemphasized the role of prediction and tried to

recast uncertainty as resulting from the errors of our measurements rather

than the imperfections in our judgments, came to dominate in the twentieth

century.

The Simple Mathematics of Bayes's Theorem

If the philosophical underpinnings of Baves's theorem are surprisingly rich, its

mathematics are stunningly simple. In its most basic form, it is justan algebraic

expression with three known variables and one unknown one. But this simple

formula can lead to vast predictive insights.

Baves's theorem is concerned with conditional probabilitv. That is, it

tells us the probabilitv that a theory or hypothesis is true /'/ some event has

happened.

Supposeyou are livingwith a partner and come home from a business trip

to discover a strange pairof underwear in yourdresser drawer. You will probably

ask yourself: what is the probabilitv' that your partner is cheating on you? The

condition is that you have found the underwear; the hypothesis you are inter

ested in evaluating is the probabilitv- that you are being cheated on. Bayes's
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theorem, believe it or not. can give you an answer to this sort of question-

provided that you know (or are willing to estimate) three quantities:

• First, you need to estimate the probability of the underwear's appearingasa

condition of the hypothesis being true—that is, you are being cheated upon.

Let's assume for the sake of this problem that you are a woman and your

partner isa man, and the underwear in question isa pairofpanties. If he's

cheating on you, it's certainly easy enough to imagine how the panties got

there. Then again, even (and perhaps especially) if he is cheating on you,

you might expect him tobe more careful. I,et's say that the probabilitv ot the

panties' appearing, conditionalon his cheating on you. is 50percent.

• Second, von need to estimate the probability of the underwear's appear

ing conditional on the hypothesis being false. If he isn't cheating, are there

some innocent explanations for how they got there? Sure, although not all

of them are pleasant (they could be his panties). Itcould be that his luggage

gotmixed up. Itcould be thata platonic female friend ofhis, whom von trust,

stayed over one night. The panties could be a gift to you that he forgot to

wrap up. None of these theories is inherently untenable, although some

verge on dog-ate-mv-homevvork excuses. Collectively vou put their probabil

ity at 5 percent.

• Third and most important, you need what Bayesians calla prior probability

(or simply a prior). What is the probability you would have assigned to him

cheating on you before you found the underwear? Ofcourse, it might behard

to be entirelyobjective about thisnowthat the pantieshave made themselves

known. (Ideally, vou establish yourpriors before you start toexamine the evi

dence.) But sometimes, it is possible toestimate a number like this empirically.

Studies have found, tor instance, that about 4 percent of married partners

cheat on their spouses in any given year," sowe'll set that as our prior.

If we've estimated these values, Bayes's theorem can then be applied to

establish a posterior possibility. This is the number that we're interested in:

how likely is it that we're being cheated on, given that we've found the under

wear? The calculation (and the simple algebraic expression that yields it) is in

figure 8-3.
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FIGURE 8-3: BAYES'S THEOREM-UNDERWEAR EXAMPLE

PRIOR PROBABILITY

Initial estimate of howlikely it is that he is cheatingon you. X 4%

A NEW EVENT OCCURS: MYSTERIOUS UNDERWEAR ARE FOUND

Probability ofunderwearappearingconditional on his cheatingon
you. y 50%

Probability ofunderwearappearingifhe is nor cheatingon you. z 5%

POSTERIOR PROBABILITY

Revised estimate ofhowlikely it is that he is cheating on you,
given that you've found the underwear.

xy
29%

xy + z(l-x)

As it turns out, this probabilitv- is still fairly low: 29 percent. This may still
seem counterintuitive—aren't those panties pretty incriminating? But it stems
mostly from the fact that you had assigned a low prior probabilitv to him cheat

ing. Although an innocent man has fewer plausible explanations for the appear

ance of the panties than a guilty one, vou had started out thinking he was an
innocent man, so thatweighs heavily into the equation.

When our priors arestrong, they can be surprisingly resilient in the face of

new evidence. One classic example of this is the presence of breast cancer

among women in their forties. The chance that a woman will develop breast
cancer in her forties is fortunately quite low—about 1.4 percent.34 But what is
the probabilitv ifshe has a positive mammogram?

Studies show that ifa woman does not have cancer, a mammogram will
incorrectly claim that she does only about 10 percent of the time." Ifshe does

have cancer, on the other hand, they will detect it about 75 percent of the
time.36 When you see those statistics, a positive mammogram seems like very
bad news indeed. But if you apply Bayes's theorem to these numbers, you'll
come to a different conclusion: the chance that a woman in her forties has

breast cancer given that she's had a positive mammogram is still only about
10 percent. These false positives dominate the equation because verv few young
women have breast cancer to begin with. For this reason, many doctors recom
mend that women do not begin getting regular mammograms until they are in
their fifties and the prior probability ofhaving breast cancer is higher."

Problems like these are no doubt challenging. Arecent study that polled the
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statistical literacy ofAmericans presented this breast cancerexample to them—

and found that just 3 percentof them came up with the right probability esti

mate.^8 Sometimes, slowing down tolook at the problem visually (as in figure 8-4)

can provide a reality checkagainst our inaccurate approximations. The visual

ization makes it easierto see the bigger picture—because breastcancer isso rare

in young women, the fact ofa positive mammogram is notall that telling.

FIGURE 8-4: BAYES'S THEOREM-MAMMOGRAM EXAMPLE

Women withBreast Cancer(14of 1000]

B Positive mammogram (true positive] (11 of14]
E±] Negative mammorgram (false negative) (3 of14)

WomenWithoutBreast Cancer (986 of 1000)
: Positive mammogram (falsepositive) (99 of986)

Negative mammorgram (truenegative] (88?of986)

Usually, however, we focus on the newest or most immediately available

information, and the bigger picture gets lost. Smart gamblers like Bob Voul
garis have learned to take advantage of this flaw in our thinking. He made a
profitable bet on the Lakers in part because the bookmakers placed much too
much emphasis on the Lakers' first several games, lengthening their odds of
winning the title from 4 to 1 to 6!/2 to 1, even though their performance was
about what you might expect from a good team that had one of its star players
injured. Bayes's theorem requires us to think through these problems more

carefullv and can be very useful for detecting when our gut-level approxima

tions are much too crude.

This is not to suggest that our priors always dominate the new evidence,
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however, or that Bayes's theorem inherently produces counterintuitive results.

Sometimes, the new evidence is so powerful that it overwhelms everything

else, and we can go from assigning a near-zero probability of something to a

near-certainty of it almost instantly.

Consider a somber example: the September 11 attacks. Most of us would

have assigned almost no probabilitv- to terrorists crashing planes into buildings

in Manhattan when we woke up that morning. But we recognized that a terror

attack was an obvious possibility- once the first plane hit the World Trade Cen

ter. And we had no doubt we were being attacked once the second tower was

hit. Bayes's theorem can replicate this result.

For instance, say that before the first plane hit, our estimate of the possibil

ity ofa terror attack on tall buildings in Manhattan was just 1chance in 20,000,

or 0.005 percent. However, we would also have assigned a very low probability

toa plane hitting the World Trade Center by accident. This figure canactually

be estimated empirically: in the previous 25,000 days ofaviation over Manhat
tan59 prior to September 11, there had been two such accidents: one involving
the Empire State Building in 1945 and another at 40Wall Street in 1946. That
would make the possibility ofsuch an accident about 1chance in 12,500 on any

given day. If you use Bayes's theorem to run these numbers (figure 8-5a), the
probability we'd assign to a terror attack increased from 0.005 percent to 38

percent the moment that the first plane hit.

FIGURE 8-5A: BAYES'S THEOREM-TERROR ATTACK EXAMPLE

PRIOR PROBABILITY

Initial estimate of how likelyit is that terrorists would crash

planes into Manhattan skyscrapers.
X 0.005%

A NEW EVENT OCCURS: FIRST PLANE HITS WORLD TRADE CENTER

Probability of plane hittingifterrorists are attackingManhattan

skyscrapers.
y 100%

Probability of planehittingifterrorists are notattacking

Manhattan skyscrapers (i.e. an accident).
z 0.008%

POSTERIOR PROBABILITY

Revised estimate of probability of terror attack, given first

plane hitting World Trade Center.
*y

38%
xy+ z(l-x]
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The idea behind Baves's theorem, however, is not that we update our prob

abilitv estimates just once. Instead, we do so continuously as new evidence pres

ents itself to us. Thus, our posterior probability of a terror attack after the first

plane hit, 38 percent, becomes our prior possibility before the second one did.

And it you go through the calculation again, to reflect the second plane hitting

the World Trade Center, the probabilitv that we were under attack becomes a

near-certainty—99.99 percent. One accident on a bright sunny dayin NewYork

was unlikely enough, but a second one was almost a literal impossibility, as we

all horribly deduced.

FIGURE 8-5B: BAYES'S THEOREM-TERROR ATTACK EXAMPLE

PRIOR PROBABILITY

Revised estimate of probability ofterrorattack, givenfirst plane
hitting World Trade Center.

A NEW EVENT OCCURS: SECOND PLANE HITS WORLD TRADE CENTER

Probability of plane hittingifterroristsare attackingManhattan
skyscrapers.

Probability of plane hitting ifterroristsare norattacking
Manhattan skyscrapers (i.e. an accident).

POSTERIOR PROBABILITY

Revised estimate of probability ofterrorattack,givensecond
plane hitting World Trade Center.

38%

100%

0.008%

xy

xy +z(l-x]
99.99%

I have deliberately picked some challenging examples—terror attacks,

cancer, being cheated on—because I want to demonstrate the breadth ofprob
lems to which Bayesian reasoning can be applied. Bayes's theorem is not any
kind of magic formula —in the simple form that we have used here, it consists

of nothing more than addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. We

have to provide itwith information, particularly ourestimates ofthe prior prob
abilities, for it to yield useful results.

However, Baves's theorem does require us to think probabilistically about

the world, even when it comes to issues that we don't like to think ofas being
matters of chance. This does not require us to have taken the position that the

world is intrinsically, metaphysically uncertain —Laplace thought everything
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from the orbits of the planets to the behavior of the smallest molecules was

governed by orderly Newtonian rules, andyet he was instrumental in the devel-

opmenl ol Baves's theorem. Rather, Bayes's theorem deals with epistemological
uncertainty—the limits ofour knowledge.

The Problem of False Positives

When we fail to think like Bayesians. talse positives are a problem not just

for mammograms but for all of science. In the introduction to this book, I

noted the work ol the medical researcher John P. A. Ioannidis. In 2005, Ioan-

nidis published an influential paper. "Why Most Published Research Findings

Are False,"4" in which he cited a variety ofstatistical and theoretical arguments

to claim that (as his title implies) the majority of hypotheses deemed to be true

in journals in medicine and most other academic and scientific professions are.

in fact, false.

loannidis's hypothesis, as we mentioned, looks to be one of the true ones;

Bayer Laboratories found that they could not replicate about two-thirds of the

positive findings claimed in medical journals when they attempted the experi

ments themselves.41 Another way tocheek the veracity ofa research finding is to

see whether it makes accurate predictions in the real world—and as we have

seen throughout this book, it very often does not. The failure rate for predic

tions made in entire fields ranging from seismology to political science appears

to be extremely high.

"In the last twenty years, with the exponential growth in the availability of

information, genomics, and other technologies, we can measure millions and

millions ofpotentially interesting variables," Ioannidis told me. "The expecta

tion is that we can use that information to make predictions workfor us. I'm not

saying that we haven't made any progress. Taking into account that there are a

couple of million papers, it would be a shame if there wasn't. But there are obvi

ously not a coupleofmillion discoveries. Most arc not really contributing much

to generating knowledge."

This is why our predictions may be more prone to failure in the era ot Big

Data. As there is an exponential increase in the amount of available informa-
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tion, there is likewise an exponential increase in the number of hypotheses to

investigate. For instance, the U.S. government now publishes data on about
45,000 economic statistics. Ifyou want to test for relationships between allcom

binations of two pairs of these statistics—is there a causal relationship between
the bank prime loan rate and the unemployment rate in Alabama?—that gives

you literally one billion hypotheses to test.

But the number of meaningful relationships in the data—those that speak

to causalityrather than correlation and testify to how the world really works—is

orders of magnitude smaller. Nor is it likely to be increasing at nearly so fast a

rate as the information itself; there isn't any more truth in the world than there

was before the Internet or the printing press. Most of the data is just noise, as

mostof the universe is filled with emptyspace.

Meanwhile, as we know from Baves's theorem, when the underlying inci

dence of something in a population is low (breast cancer in young women;

truth in the sea of data), talse positives can dominate the results if we are not

careful. Figure 8-6 represents this graphically. In the figure. 80 percentof true

scientific hypotheses arc correctly deemed to be true, and about 90 percent of

false hypotheses are correctly rejected. And vet, because true findings are so

rare, about two-thirds of the findings deemed to be true are actually false!

Unfortunately, as Ioannidis figured out. the state of published research in

most fields that conduct statistical testing is probably very much like what you

see in figure tt-6.' Why is the error rale so high? To some extent, this entire

book represents an answer to that question. There are many reasons for it-

some having todo with our psychological biases, some having todo with com

mon methodological errors,and some having to do with misaligned incentives.

Close to the root of the problem, however, is a flawed type ofstatistical thinking

that these researchers arc applying.

Tlie number of possiblecombinations is calculated .is45,000 limes 4-t.')W divided In two.which is

1,012,477,500

1()ne difference isthai the negative findings are probably kept in a file drawer rather than being published
(about 90 percenl ol the papers published in academic journals today document positive findings rather than
negative ones). However, that does not mask the problem offalse positives inthe findings lh.it do make it to
publication.
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FIGURE 8-6: A GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF FALSE POSITIVES

True Hypotheses (100 of 1000)
♦ Positivestatistical test (true positive) (80 of 100)
+ Negative statistical test (false negative) (20 of 100)

False Hypotheses (900 of 1000)
I Positivestatistical test (false positive) (180 of900)

Negative statisticaltest (true negative) [720of900)

ien Statistics Backtracked from Bayes

Perhaps the chief intellectual rival to Thomas Bayes—although he was born in

1890, almost 120 years after Bayes's death—was an English statistician and bi

ologist named Ronald Aylmcr (R. A.) Fisher. Fisher was a much more colorful

character than Bayes, almost in the English intellectual tradition of Christo

pher Ilitchcns. He was handsome but a slovenly dresser,,: always smoking his

pipe or his cigarettes, constantly picking fights with his real and imagined ri

vals. He was a mediocre lecturer but an incisive writer with a flair for drama,

and an engaging and much-sought-after dinner companion. Fisher's interests

were wide-ranging: he was one of the best biologists of his day and one of its

better geneticists, but was an unabashed elitist who bemoaned the fact that the

poorer classes were having more offspring than the Intellectuals.43 (Fisher duti

fully had eight children of his own.)

Fisher is probablymore responsible than any other individual for the statis

tical methods that remain in wide use today. He developed the terminology of

the statistical significance test and much of the methodology behind it. He was

also no fan of Bayes and Laplace—Fisher was the first person to use the term
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"Bayesian" in a published article, and he used it in a derogatory way,44 at an
other point asserting that the theory "must be wholly rejected."41

Fisher and his contemporaries had no problem with the formula called

Baves's theorem per se, which is just a simple mathematical identity. Instead,
thev were worried about how il might be applied. In particular, thej took issue

with the notion of the Bayesian prior.46 It all seemed toosubjective: we have to

stipulate, in advance, how likely we thinksomething isbefore embarking on an

experiment about it? Doesn't that cut against the notion ofobjective science?

So Fisher and his contemporaries instead sought to develop a set of sta

tistical methods that they hoped would free us from any possible contamina

tion from bias. This brand of statistics is usually called "frequentism" today,

although the term "Fisherian" (as opposed to Bayesian) is sometimes applied

to it/1"

The idea behind frequentism is that uncertainty in a statistical problem

results exclusively from collecting data among just a sample of the population

rather than the whole population.This makes the most sense in the contextof

something like a political poll. Asurvey in California might sample eight hun

dred people rather than the eight million that will turn out to vote in an up

coming election there, producing what's known as sampling error. The margin

of error that you see reported alongside political polls is a measure of this: ex

actly how much error is introduced because vou survey eight hundred people

in a populationof eight million? The frequentist methodsare designed to quan

tify this.

Even in the context of political polling, however, sampling error does not

always tell the whole story. In the brief interval between the Iowa Democratic

caucus and New Hampshire Democratic Primary in 2008, about 15,000 people

were surveyed48 in New Hampshire—an enormous number in a small state,

enough that the margin oferroron the pollswas theoretically justplus-or-minus

0.8 percent. The actual error in the polls was about ten times that, however:

Hillary Clinton won the state by three points when the polls had her losingto

Barack Obama byeight. Sampling error—the only tvpeof error that frequentist

statistics directly account for—was the least of the problem in the case of the

New Hampshire polls.
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Likewise, some polling firms consistently show a bias toward one or an

other party:49 they could survey all 200 million American adults and thev still

wouldn't get the numbers right. Bayes had theseproblems figured out 250 years

ago. If you're using a biased instrument, it doesn't matter how many measure

ments you take—you're aiming at the wrong target.

Essentially, the frequentist approach toward statistics seeks to wash its

hands of the reason that predictions mostoften go wrong: human error. It views

uncertainty as something intrinsic to the experiment rather than something

intrinsic to our ability to understand the real world. The frequentist method

also implies that, as vou collect more data, your error will eventually approach

zero: this will be both necessary and sufficient to solve any problems. Many of

the more problematic areasofprediction in this bookcome from fields in which

useful data issparse, and it is indeedusually valuable to collectmore of it. How

ever, it is hardly a golden road to statistical perfection if you are not using it in
a sensible way. As Ioannidis noted, the era of Big Data onlyseems to be worsen

ing the problems ol lalsc positive findings in the research literature.

Nor is the frequentist method particularly objective, either in theoryor in

practice. Instead, it relies on a whole host of assumptions. It usually presumes

that the underlying uncertainty in a measurement follows a bell-curve or nor

mal distribution. This is often a good assumption, but not in the case of some

thing like the variation in the stock market. The frequentist approach requires
defining a sample population, something that isstraightforward in the caseofa

political poll but which is largely arbitrary in many otherpractical applications.

What "sample population" was the September 11 attack drawn from?

The bigger problem, however, is that the frequentist methods—in striv

ing for immaculate statistical procedures that can't be contaminated by the
researcher's bias—keep him hermetically sealed offfrom the real world. These

methods discourage the researcher from considering the underlying context or
plausibility of his hypothesis, something that the Bayesian method demands in

the form of a prior probability. Thus, you will see apparently serious papers
published on how toads can predict earthquakes,'" or how big-box stores like
Target beget racial hategroups,'1 which apply frequentist tests to produce "sta
tistically significant" (but manifestly ridiculous) findings.
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Data Is Useless Without Context

Fishermellowed out some toward the end of his career, occasionally even prais

ing Bayes.52 And some of the methods he developed over his long career (al

though not the ones that are in the widest use today) were really compromises

between Bayesian and frequentist approaches. In the last years of his life, how

ever, Fisher made a grievous error of judgment that helps to demonstrate the

limitationsof his approach.

The issue concerned cigarette smoking and lung cancer. In the 1950s, a

large volume of research—some of it using standard statistical methods and

some using Bayesian ones,?—claimed there was a connection between the two,

a connection that is of course widely accepted today.

Fisher spent much of his late life fighting against these conclusions, pub

lishing letters in prestigious publications including The British Medical Journal
and Nature.™ He did not den)- that the statistical relationship between ciga

rettes and lungcancer was fairly strongin thesestudies, but he claimed it was a

case of correlation mistaken for causation, comparing it to a historical correla

tion between apple imports and marriage rates in England." At one point, he

argued that lung cancer caused cigarette smoking and not the other way
around56—the idea, apparently, was that people might take up smoking for re

lief from their lung pain.

Many scientific findings that are commonly accepted today would have

been dismissed as hooey at one point. This was sometimes because of the cul

tural taboos ofthe day (such as in Galileo's claim that the earth revolves around

the sun) but at least as often because the data required to analyze the problem

did notyetexist. Wemightlet Fisheroffthe hook if. it turned out, therewas not

compelling evidence to suggest a linkage between cigarettes and lung cancer
by the 1950s. Scholars who have gone back and looked at the evidence that ex

isted at the time have concluded, however, that there was plenty of it—a wide

variety ofstatistical and clinical tests conducted by a wide variety ofresearchers
in a wide variety of contexts demonstrated the causal relationship between

them." The idea was quickly becoming the scientific consensus.
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So why did Fisher dismiss the theory? One reason may have been that he

was a paid consultant of the tobacco companies.,s Another mayhave been that

he was a lifelong smokerhimself. And Fisher liked to be contrarian and contro

versial, and disliked anything that smacked of puritanism. In short, he was bi

ased, in a variety of ways.

But perhaps the bigger problem is the way that Fisher's statistical philoso

phy tends to conceive of the world. It emphasizes the objective purity of the

experiment—every hypothesis could be tested to a perfect conclusion if only

enough data were collected. However, in order to achieve that purity, it denies

the need for Bayesian priors or anyother sortof messy real-world context. These

methods neither require norencourage us to thinkabout the plausibility ofour

hypothesis: the idea that cigarettes cause lungcancer competes on a level play
ingfield with the idea that toads predict earthquakes. It is. I suppose, to Fisher's

credit that he recognized that correlation docs not always imply causation.

However, the Fisherian statistical methods do not encourage us to think about

which correlations imply causations and which ones do not. It is perhaps no
surprise that after a lifetime of thinking this way. Fisher lost the ability to tell

the difference.

Bob the Bayesian

In the Bayesian vvorldview, prediction is the yardstick by which we measure

progress. We can perhaps never know the truth with 100 percent certainty, but

making correct predictions is the way to tell ifwe're getting closer.
Bavcsians hold the gambler in particularly high esteem.59 Bayes and La

place, as well as other carlv probability theorists, very often used examples from
games of chance to explicate their work. (Although Bayes probably did not
gamble much himself/'" he traveled in circles in which games like cards and

billiards were common and were often played for money.) The gambler makes

predictions (good), and he makes predictions that involve estimating probabili
ties (great), and when he is willing to put his money down on his predictions
(even better), he discloses his beliefsabout the world to everyone else.The most
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practical definition of a Bayesian prior might simply be the odds at which you

are willing to place a bet.B

And Bob Voulgaris isa particularly Bayesian type of gambler. He likes bet

ting on basketball precisely because it is a way to test himselfand the accuracy

of his theories. "You could be a general manager in sports and you could be

like.Okay, I'll get this player and I'll get that player," he told me toward the end

of our interv icw. "At the end of the day you don't really know if you're right

or wrong. But at the end of the day, the end of the season, I know if I'm right or

wrong because 1 know if I'm winning money or I'm losing it. That's a prettv

good validation."

Voulgaris soaks up as much basketball information as possible because

everythingcould potentially shift his probability estimates. A professional sports

bettor like Voulgaris might place a bet only when he thinks he has at least a

54 percent chanceofwinning it. 'This is justenough tocover the "vigorish" (the

cut a sportsbook takes on a winningwager), plus the risk associated with putting

one's money into play. And for all his skill and hard work—Voulgaris isamong

the best sports bettors in the world today—he still gets onlv about 57 percent of

his bets right. It is justexceptionally difficult to do much better than that.

Asmall piece of information that improves Voulgaris's estimate ofhisodds

from 53 percent to 56percent can therefore make all the difference. This is the

sort of narrow margin that gamblers, whether at the poker table or in the stock

market, make their living on. Fisher's notion of statistical significance, which

uses arbitrary cutoffs devoid of context1 to determine what is a "significant"

finding and what isn't/'1 is much too clumsy for gambling.

But this is not to suggest that Voulgaris avoids developing hypotheses
around what he's seeing in the statistics. (The problem with Fisher's notion of

' Or more properly, theodds vou would set as .1 betting lint- so asto beindifferent between either side ofthe
bet. Most Bayesians do require th.it priors avoid whatiscalled a Dutch book, where the odds are incoherent. If
you establish asetofprior probabilities oneach ofthethirty teams winning the NBA championship, thev have
toadd up to 100percent exactly sincethisrepresents an exhaustive setofpossibilities.
* Ithas been found thatbecause 95percent confidence ina statistical test is Fisher's traditional dividing line
between "signficianf and"insignificant," researchers aremuch more likely loreport findings that statistical tests
i lassifj .is95.1 percent certain thanthose they classify as94.9percent certain —a practice thatseems more
superstitious than scientific.
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hypothesis testing is not with having hypotheses butwith theway Fisher recom
mends that we test them.)62 In fact, this iscritical towhatVoulgaris does. Every

one can see the statistical patterns, and they arc soon reflected in the betting

line. 'The question is whether they represent signal or noise. Voulgaris forms
hypotheses from his basketball knowledge so that he might tell the difference

more quickly and moreaccurately.

Voulgaris's approach to betting basketball is one of the purer distillations

of the scientific method that you're likely to find (figure 8-7). He observes the
world and asks questions: why are the Cleveland Cavaliers so frequently going
over on the total? He then gathers information on the problem, and formulates
a hypothesis: the Cavaliers are going over because Ricky Davis is in a contract
year and is trying to play ata first pace to improve his statistics. The difference
between what Voulgaris does and what a physicist or biologist might do is that
he demarcates his predictions by placing bets on them, whereas a scientist
would hope to validate her prediction by conducting an experiment.

FIGURE 8-?: SCIENTIFIC METHOD

StepinScientific Method63 Sports Betting Example

Cavaliers games are frequently goingover
Observe a phenomenon

the game total.

Cavaliersgames are goingover because

Develop a hypothesis to explain the Ricky Davis isplaying for a new contract
phenomenon and trying toscore as many points as

possible.

Formulate a prediction from the hypothesis

Davis's incentives won't change until the

end of the season. Therefore: (i) he'll

continue to play at a fastpace, and, [ii)
future Cavaliersgames will continue to be

high-scoringas a result.

Test the prediction Place your bet.

If Voulgaris can develop a strong hypothesis about what he is seeing in the
data, it can enable him to make more aggressive bets. Suppose, for instance,
that Voulgaris reads some offhand remark from the coach ofthe Denver Nug-
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gets about wanting to "put on a good show" for the fans. 'This is probably just
idle chatter, but it might imply that the team will start to play ata faster pace in

order to increase ticket sales. If this hypothesis is right, Voulgaris might expect
that an over bet on Nuggets games will win 70 percent of the time as opposed

to the customary 50 percent. As a consequence ofBayes's theorem, the stronger
Voulgaris's belief in his hypothesis, the more quickly he can begin to make

profitable bets on Nuggets games. He might be able to do so after watching just
agame ortwo, observing whether his theory holds in practice—quickly enough
that Vegas will have yet to catch on. Conversely, he can avoid being distracted
by statistical patterns, like the Fakers' slow start in 1999. that have little underly
ing meaning but which other handicappcrs might mistake for a signal.

The Bayesian Path to Less Wrongness

But arc Bob's probability estimates subjective or objective? 'That is a tricky
question.

As an empirical matter, we all have beliefs and biases, forged from some
combination ofour experiences, our values, our knowledge, and perhaps our
political or professional agenda. One of the nicecharacteristics of the Bavesian

perspective is that, in explicitly acknowledging that we have prior beliefs that
affect how we interpret new evidence, it provides lor a very good description of
how we react to the changes in our world. For instance, if Fishers prior belief
was that there was just a0.00001 percent chance that cigarettes cause lung can
cer, that helps explain why all the evidence to the contrary couldn't convince
him otherwise. In fact, there is nothing prohibiting vou under Baves's theorem
from holding beliefs that you believe to be absolutely true. Ifyou hold there is a
100 percent probability that Cod exists, or a 0 percent probability, then under
Bayes's theorem, no amount ofevidence could persuade you otherwise.

I'm not here to tell you whether there are things you should believe with
absolute and unequivocal certainty or not." But perhaps we should be more

Although bear in mind thai .me of the com lusions of this bonk is that people are overconfident; ueprobabh
have too many beliefs that tend toward the 0percent or 100 percent end ofthe spectrum.
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honest about declaiming these. Absolutely nothing useful is realized when one

person who holds that there is a 0 percent probability of something argues
against another person who holds that the probability is 100 percent. Many
wars—like the sectarian wars in Furope in the early days of the printing press-

probably result from something like this premise.

This does not imply that all prior beliefs are equally correct or equally
valid. But I'mof the view that we can never achieve perfect objectivity, rational

ity, or accuracy in our beliefs. Instead, we can strive to be less subjective, less
irrational, and less wrong. Making predictions based on our beliefs is the best
(and perhaps even the only) way to test ourselves. Ifobjectivity is the concern
for a greater truth beyond our personal circumstances, and prediction is the
best way to examine how closely aligned our personal perceptions are with that
greater truth, the most objective among us are those who make the most accu
rate predictions. Fisher's statistical method, which saw objectivity as residing
within the confines ofa laboratory experiment, is less suitable to this task than

Bayesian reasoning.

One property ofBaves's theorem, in fact, is that our beliefs should converge
toward one another—and toward the truth—as we are presented with more evi

dence over time. In figure 8-8, I've worked outan example wherein three inves-

FIGURE 8-8: BAYESIAN CONVERGENCE

Time
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torsare trying to determine whether thev are in a bull market or a bear market.

They start out with very different beliefs about this—one ofthem is optimistic,
and believes there's a 90 percentchance ofa bull market from the outset, while

another one is bearish and says there's just a 10 percent chance. Every time the
market goes up, the investors become alittle more bullish relative to their prior,
while every time it goes down the reverse occurs. IIowcver, Iset the simulation up
suchthat,although the fluctuations are random on a day-to-dav basis, the market

increases 60 percent ofthe time over the long run. Although it is abumpy road,
eventually all the investors correctly determine that they are ina bull market with
almost (although not exactly, ofcourse) 100 percent certainty.

In theory, science should work this way. 'The notion ofscientific consensus

is tricky, but the idea is that the opinion of the scientific community converges
toward the truth as ideas are debated and new evidence is uncovered. Just as in
the stock market, the steps are not always forward or smooth. 'The scientific

community is often too conservative about adapting its paradigms to new evi
dence,64 although there have certainly also been times when it was too quick to
jump on the bandwagon. Still, provided that everyone is on the Bayesian train;
even incorrect beliefs and quite wrong priors are revised toward the truth in
the end.

Right now. lor instance, we may be undergoing a paradigm shift in the
statistical methods that scientists are using. The critique I have made here
about the flaws of Fisher's statistical approach is neither novel nor radical:
prominent scholars in fields ranging from clinical psychology65 to political sci
ence66 to ecology6- have made similar arguments for years. But so far there has
been little fundamental change.

Recently, however, sonic well-respected statisticians have begun to argue
that frequentist statistics should no longer be taught to undergraduates."' And
some professions have considered banning Fisher's hypothesis test from their
journals.64 In fact, ifyou read what's been written in the past ten years, it's hard
to find anything that doesn't advocate a Bavesian approach.

' And that thev don't hold priors thai lhc\ believe to be exactly 101) percent line or exactly 0percent true; these
will not and cannot change under Baves's theorem.
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